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Abstract: Solar power plants need to be monitored for optimum power output. This helps retrieve efficient power output from
power plants while monitoring for faulty solar panels, connections, and dust accumulated on panels lowering output and
other such issues affecting solar performance. So here we propose an automated IOT based solar power monitoring system
that allows for automated solar power monitoring from anywhere over the internet. Our system constantly monitors the solar
panel and transmits the power output to IOT system over the internet. Here we use IOT platform to transmit solar power
parameters over the internet to IOT platform server. At the center of the framework are IoT-based controllers. They are in
charge of solid control of sunlight based trackers under circumstances of equipment disappointments and correspondence
interferences. The system will give acknowledgment signal according to the status of the solar panel. . This will encourage
preventive support, blame identification, authentic examination of the plant notwithstanding constant checking Presently a
day’s sustainable power source frameworks are winding up most ideal approach to create power. With headway of
advancements the expense of sustainable power source types of gear is going down all inclusive empowering extensive scale
sun oriented photovoltaic establishments. Significant piece of sustainable power source is sun oriented vitality. Because of its
decentralized nature it is exceptionally hard to screen sun oriented power plants with existing unified SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition) frameworks.
Keywords— IoT , IoT platform, solar panel, solar power monitoring system.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Power supply is an integral parts a vital roles in every electronic circuits and hence their design constitutes a major sources in
every application. In order to overcome the performing operations which results due to fluctuation in the load and discontinuity
in the supply proper choice of power supply is indeed a good need in this hour. Solar monitoring and controlling system is
designed is such a way that without present at the solar panel plant we will get every update of the plant and generated voltages
values. If the values and not as per the user requirement then will one acknowledgment signal facility for checking and
monitoring, tracking the solar panel.
Solar monitoring system is todays need because of use of electricity is increasing day by day the non-renewable energy sources
and are not produced in one day. It takes too much time that’s why everyone has to use renewable energy sources. The main
thing is that renewable energy sources are can easily and in maximum amount of need can be fulfilled.
The Internet of Things (IoT), also sometimes referred to as the Internet of Everything (IoE), consists of all the web-enabled
devices that collect, send and act on data they acquire from their surrounding environments using embedded sensors, processors
and communication hardware. The private cloud system is used for store of the everyday data with changes in it. The term
"cloud" here suggests a deliberation of control equipment acquainted with the actuator gadgets for example, a detachment
between the solar panel plant and its controller leading through institutionalizing signal arrangements and control conventions
gave by means of system administrations.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY
[1] Development of an online monitoring and control system for distributed Renewable Energy Sources (RES) based on
Android platform. This method utilizes the Bluetooth interface of Android Tablet of Mobile phone, as a communication link for
data exchange with digital hardware of power Conditioning Unit.
[2] Introduction to an instant monitoring infrastructure of renewable energy generation system that is constituted with a wind
turbine on current and voltage measurements of each renewable source. The related values are measured with the developed
sensing circuits and processed by 18F4450 microcontroller of Microchip. The processed parameters are then transmitted to
personal computer (PC) over universal series bus (USB) to be saved in database and to observe the system instantly. The Coded
visual interface of monitoring software can manage the saved data to analyze daily, weekly and monthly values of each
measurement separately.
[3] Goto, Yoshihiro, explained about an integrated system that manages and remotely monitors telecommunication power plants
has been developed and has started operations. The system is used to operate and maintain more than 200,000
telecommunication power plants which includes devices such as rectifiers, inverters, UPS’s and air-conditioning plants installed
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in about 8000 buildings. Feature of the system are to integrate the management and remote monitoring functions into single
system and improved user interfaces which uses information and communication technology

III.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Solar power plants need to be monitored for optimum power output. This helps retrieve efficient power output from power
plants while monitoring for faulty solar panels, connections, dust accumulated on panels lowering output and other such issues
affecting solar performance without wasting the manpower an time to check solar panel by manual efforts.
The aim of the project is to provide live information and updates acknowledgment to the user.
So here we propose an automated IOT based solar power monitoring system that allows for automated solar power monitoring
from anywhere over the internet. We use arduino based system to monitor a 12volts solar panel parameters. Our system
constantly monitors the solar panel and transmits the power output to IOT system over the internet. This makes remotely
monitoring of solar plants very easy and ensures best power output
IV.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Fig1. Block diagram
Photovoltaic solar panels with rigid aluminum frame, a glass in front are widely used in 12volts and 24 volts. But we are using
12 volts photovoltaic solar panel
Voltage sensors are used to sense the voltage parameter constantly. The project requires voltage divider to measure voltage and
a temperature sensor to measure the temperature.
The ESP8266 is a Wi-F i microchip with full TCP/IP stack and microcontroller capability , allowing for single-chip devices
capable of connecting to Wi-Fi.
In everyday objects the Internet of things (IoT) is the extension of Internet connectivity into physical devices. Embedded
with electronics, Internet connectivity, and other forms of hardware e.g. sensors .
IoT technology is most synonymous with products pertaining to the concept of the "smart home", covering devices and
appliances (such as lighting fixtures, thermostats, home security systems and cameras, and other home appliances) that support
one or more common ecosystems, and can be controlled via devices associated with that ecosystem, such
as smartphones and smart speakers.
LED and BUZZER are used to check signal acknowledgment from IOT platform.
For all the events, the information about the status of the solar panel voltage will be notify to the user via SMS
V.
EXPECTED RESULT
Since the system requires external power supply of 5 volts and 3.3 volts for its operation which can be taken rid of by utilizing
the power generated by solar panel only.
If the user’s consideration is on cost, then the method of using arduino in the module can be a agreeable one. For this it is also a
low power consuming project. Today world is confronting intense power emergency.
The continuously tracking the parameter should be the expected result and that should be stored at any private IoT platform.
If there is any unwanted changes in the voltage the user should know that updates.
Updates in the tracked signal or acknowledgment of change may inform in different way e.g. In the form of alarming buzzer or
glowing LED, or by making call, E-mail.
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VI.
CONCLUSION
This research on solar panel focuses on the developing devices and to manage, alerts the warning using the advantages of
wireless sensor network system in mesh topology. The system can work over far distances. The system uses arduino
microcontroller Wireless module . The developed system is very accurate. The developed system has core competency including
Display generated voltage information, and alert when generation of voltage conditions match using decision condition like fall in
the generation of voltage.
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